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“This is just what I’m been looking for!” 
From the laptop of Mike Long - from my G-wagon, as Cassidy 
drives us up to San Francisco for Sunday’s Webinar about getting 
clients and fulfilling with Facebook Ads with Alex, and Liz in 
person, and Stephen coming in virtually from Frisco, Texas.

I’ve conducted a thorough examination of Alex Mehr, and his 
Ultimate Facebook, Insta and Google Playbook - the playbook 
based on 500 million in overall ad spend! Time to meet Alex.

I’ve also worked with Stephen for the last 3-years. When Stephen 
joined us people trying to change their stars stopped slipping 
through the cracks. This whitepaper also introduces Stephen.

“If they’re taking the Round Table online I’m DEFINITELY in!” �1

Fast Start! 

Meet 14-year Digital and 
Social media ad agency owner, 
retired Army Ranger, Stephen 
Floyd. The 120-minute Fast 
Start they put together for Alex 
Engine has members singing 
praises, signing clients, 
building ecom stores and info 
marketing brands. The details 
are inside! 

Alex In Action! 

I’ve watched Alex in action, 
carefully and closely for the 
last 100-days. In that time I’ve 
watched his Mentor Box 
numbers explode, and also 
witnessed the explosion of his 
$0 to $120,000/mo starting in 
2018 Social Marketing Science 
digital and social media 
agency. Here’s the rundown. 

Conference Ticket! 

Tai Lopez is Alex’s partner on 
Mentor Box and Social Media 
Marketing agency, and on Alex 
Engine. Alex is providing a 
ticket to a conference he’s 
holding in the Los Angels area 
in 2018. This is an incredible 
bonus.

ALEX ENGINE WHITEPAPER 
How we unleashed the Ultimate Facebook (+ Instagram & Google) Marketing Playbook!

http://www.alexengine.com/answers-with-alex
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Now we’re in a perfect storm where the factors that people have been out there hunting for - people who 
have been trying to boost performance, or even people looking to start from scratch and change their 
stars - and one person after the next is telling us that this is 

Here’s the scoop:

100-days ago Tai, Alex and I sat down late night at Tai’s Beverly Hills compound and we created a vision 
that’s led to Alex Engine. I created a short, entertaining rundown of the backstory here. 

I’ve spoken with Alex every single day since, and we’ve met five times in Beverly Hills, in Miami, in 
Omaha, and in San Francisco four and now five times in that 100-day stretch.

During that time Alex took Mentor Box from 40,000 subscribers to now 70,000. I don’t know exactly 
what the revenue was of the Social Media Science agency 100-days ago, but it erupted in that 100-days.

I’ve spoken at great length with most if not all of Alex’s employees across 3 different businesses. Most of 
them have my phone number and my encouragement to let me know any news they think I should hear.

They are all happy, from what I’ve seen, and inspired with the vision Also has presented them with and 
their work.

Tyler, Alex’s head of content, left a Saturday night party at 11 PM to get on FaceTime with Alex and I - we 
asked him to come from San Francisco to Beverly Hills the next day to run the tech for the Zoom call we 
did last Sunday. Tyler made the 3 and a half hour marathon Zoom run incredible.

Joy, the person who hunts down these incredible authors and experts, whom are the life blood of Mentor 
Box’s content, is working this Sunday to help the Webinar go incredible. Same with Will, head of video.

Hudson, who heads up the SMS agency, recorded a 30-minute training on their on boarding. Maria, one of 
their crackerjack account managers contributed one gold nugget after the next pulled from her field work.

Jonathan, Alex’s COO, and Justin, head of Boost 
(Alex and Tai’s 6-figure per week also new in 2018 
phone team) and Aimee, one of Justin’s ace agents 
all filmed lengthy interviews with Joshua “Fletch” 
Fletcher, another of our OMG co-founders, who 
co-pilot’s Alex’s Ultimate Facebook Marketing 
playbook webinars. 

I’ve interviewed or watched interviews with 
dozens of his $10,000 round table members, and 
SMS agency members. They raved.

But one of the most interesting moments in time in the last 100-days was sitting down with Alex one 
afternoon, before lunch, and speaking for 45 minutes on his back story going all the way back to the days 
of his childhood, growing up in rural northern Iran in the days after the revolution.

“If they’re taking the Round Table online I’m DEFINITELY in!” �2

(Aimee, pictured above)

http://www.alexengine.com/backstory
http://www.alexengine.com/answers-with-alex
http://www.alexengine.com/answers-with-alex
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A voracious reader, the only books he could lay his hands on were from his father, a high school physics 
teacher, who let Alex  at his text books. The only other way he could figure out how to get at books was to 
work for free at two local book stores, in exchange for reading the books. The only catch was he couldn’t 
open the books any wider than a crack, because he wasn’t allowed to crack the spine of the book.

Alex read every single book in both stores. Many of them he read multiple times.

He learned English by watching and re-watching and re-watching movies. Especially The Rock.

At 17 he traveled to Norway #  to participate in a world physics competition. The trip manager 
confiscated Alex’s passport on arrival. Alex found out why from some American students. Because Alex 
took 2nd in the competition, and the American students told him that if he could get asylum he could 
definitely get a full ride at a good school and land a top job. 

Alex called his father. His father said come home. From the day he returned to Iran Alex vowed to get to 
the states. He used the dial up at his school to research ways out. 

A student visa could at least him get temporally to America. Problem was his family had very modest 
means and you needed to show you had $17,000 to come to America as a student. Which was out of the 
question. A full ride scholarship was the only way. But even taking the standardized test and applying was 
a huge hurdle to clear.

For the testing he had to fly to Dubai. He couldn’t even afford a hotel room and had to crash on the floor 
with friends. For the applications he needed to be able to send money to American schools, A lot of 
money, for his family. But there was no way to send money from Iran to America.

So Alex convinced a childhood friend who had escaped to Austria $  to pay for him, and Alex would pay 
him back, when he could. Alex aced the exams and got into every school he applied to, except for two 
that refused Iranian students. He chose Maryland because his Ph.D. professor there was Iranian, studying 
optimization (which fascinated Alex) and pledged to back Alex up actively. Which he did.

One day Alex followed his stomach to a meeting of a brand new university entrepreneurs club, that just 
happened to be happening in his building, when they offered free pizza.

Alex came for the pizza but stayed for the idea of becoming an entrepreneur.

His previous plan for making money was to win a Nobel Prize and to enjoy the million dollar prize. Alex 
cackled when he recounted it to me. 

Early on in his Maryland days Alex landed a huge grant covering not 1 but 3 Ph.D. students and sent Alex 
to another competition. Again Alex took 2nd by writing an optimization software so good that they had 
cash ready investors lined up.

Alex’s heart was broken when they went to a lawyer to get business license filing advice and found out 
there was no way for him to start a business in the U.S. on a student visa. 

“If they’re taking the Round Table online I’m DEFINITELY in!” �3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=313n0wga2xo
http://www.alexengine.com/answers-with-alex
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Two long years later, while filing for an extremely rare Exceptional Individual visa Alex threw in 10 dollars 
to ride on the coat tails of a friend’s “random lottery” visa application. It worked! And Alex finally had a 
visa and was on track to get a green card, which then let him file for a business license.

The next few years were a whirlwind. Alex and his business partner, Shayan Zadeh (whom Alex first met at 
“the MIT of Iran” years before) started out doing consulting. Then they pivoted to becoming a market 
research company. 

They created a polling software for that company, but when that software wasn’t getting heavy adoption 
they started using it theirselves to create new polling apps in the 2007 virgin Facebook apps marketplace. 
Their “Are You Sexy” app was a smash hit. They started getting 50,000 new users per day! Powered by 
Facebook’s brand new ads platform.

Then they pivoted from “Are You Sexy” to becoming a social network for singles who want to meet other 
singles - a social network for dating, Zoosk. 

Zoosk exploded powered by Alex’s marketing engine. Now Zoosk has collected over a billion dollars, 
powered by, I’d estimate, between 300 million and 400 million in Facebook, Instagram and Google ad 
spend.

Alex stepped back from 
leading Zoosk about 2-years 
ago, once it was on a powerful 
track Zoosk will make around 
24 million in estimated profit 
this year! And they are still the 
biggest non-VC shareholders.

Next, Alex wanted to get 
underneath what had 
happened with Zoosk, and 
harness the engine that built it 
for other projects that might 
blow up as big, or even bigger.

You see the one thing about 
starting Zoosk was that Alex 
had to issue shares to 
shareholders to get millions in seed capital to start it. But by now Alex realized his mastery was so great 
when it comes to Facebook ads, and there’s an almost total lack of competition…

…Which means now instead of raising millions, Alex could bootstrap brand new businesses. For example 
Mentor Box had a very minimal upfront cash investment. Alex and Tai started it about 18-months ago. 
And it’s exploded to a 1.5 million dollar per month company! That’s powered 100% by Alex’s engine.

“If they’re taking the Round Table online I’m DEFINITELY in!” �4
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Then at the start of 2018 Alex and Tai created a digital marketing agency where they could apply Alex’s 
engine to other people’s businesses - and they use Alex’s advertising engine to get clients for that agency! 

Social Marketing Science agency has gone from zero to $120,000 per month from scratch in 2018.

Cassidy and I first traveled to San Francisco to meet with Alex 100-days ago. And, after 3 days of working 
with Alex closely I was convinced that we had to bring Alex’s Ultimate Facebook, Insta and Google 
Marketing Playbook from behind the curtains. Both because there’s people in business now who badly 
need the massive boost of power they can get from Alex…

…Also because it’s now evolved to where anybody can use Alex’s Playbook - even total rookies who might 
not even have a business, or even a business idea - they just know they want to make more money, even if 
they don’t know how. Both types of people, beginners and advanced are now telling me that this is exactly 
what they’ve been looking for.

But wait! There’s more!
You see there’s a HUGE reason why Alex Engine has blown up. A second secret weapon. A secret weapon 
that I’ve been quietly sitting on, and massively benefiting from for the last 3-years.

Meet Stephen Floyd (pictured 
right, at the center of the crowd, 
from OMG LIVE in Orlando last 
year, with his hands on his chest.)

Here’s the rundown:

5-years ago I co-founded One 
Man Gang (OMG) with CEO 
David Mills, and “player coach” 
Greg Morrison. Greg took a basic 
“how to market on Google free 
blueprint” - so not the paid 
advertising that Alex knows like 
the back of his hand - but the free 
organic listings. And Greg made 
2-million dollars, mostly profit, 
his first year by expanding on that 
blueprint.

David and I created a coaching 
mastermind community around 
Greg. And it took off in a big way.

Today we’ve collected around $45,000,000 teaching and coaching people how to replicate Greg’s system. 

“If they’re taking the Round Table online I’m DEFINITELY in!” �5
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And over the last 5 years we’ve added 4 other player-coaches: Joshua “Fletch” Fletcher, Joe Marfoglio, Liz 
Herrera (our Amazon expert, who’s done as much as a million dollars in a single month on Amazon, with 
her own products, multiple times - including most recently December 2017) and lastly, 3-years ago, 
Stephen Floyd. Before Stephen things were going great. But there was one nagging problem.

Because OMG is a small underground community I personally 
have been able these last 5-years to do all of the customer 
service. And what would happen all too often, even though we 
worked very hard to prevent it, sometimes beginners would 
come in and get lost - and slip through the cracks.

So even though we have always gotten tons and tons and tons of 
high dollar massively successful earnings reports, there were 
people who fell by the wayside. The day Stephen joined OMG 
as a player coach, 3-years ago, was the day people stopped 
slipping through the cracks. Let me explain…

Stephen is a retired Army Ranger. Special Ops (Stephen from 
his Ranger days - pictured right, and below). The elite force 
where a handful of people can have a massive effect in an 
extremely short period of time.

When Stephen left the service he took that same “special 
forces” mentality to starting his own business. He created a computer repair business, powered it with 
advertising - both paid, like Alex, and free, like Greg. He sold that business for 7-figures.

The reason Stephen sold his business was, like Alex, Stephen had delivered a formula that could be 
applied to business after business. And like in his Army Ranger days, Stephen liked the idea of serving 
others. Now that he was in a financially strong position Stephen wanted to go back to serving.

So 14-years ago, when the majority of people wouldn’t even 
know what digital marketing meant - much less how to do it 
- Stephen started a Digital Marketing Advertising Agency.

In that 14-years he’s helped one client after the next.

He’s got a client who had a mom and pop massage parlor 
that was on the brink of folding before Stephen. Now that 
massage parlor has multiple locations each pulling 7-figures!

Roofers. Lawyers. Personal trainers. You name it. And then 
Stephen started plying his skills to ecommerce, again to 
serve. It started with one friend struggling to sell their 
physical products offline. Today Stephen is partnered on 4 
6-figure per year ecommerce stores!  

“If they’re taking the Round Table online I’m DEFINITELY in!” �6
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 I’ll never forget the day that this extraordinary individual I just described walked into my life, and joined 
OMG as a paying customer. It was such an incredible boon because Stephen just has that amazing spirit 
for serving beginners and helping them learn the ropes and become strong! Stephen was relentless in our 
OMG community and I’d hear one quiet report after the next after the next of Stephen serving others.

So David asked him to become an OMG player coach. And Stephen stepped in with an EXACT step by 
step, A to Z, nothing left out guide to starting and running a digital ad agency powered by free ads on 

Google - what OMG is about - free ads, instead of paid. Day 1 
people stopped slipping through cracks. Well here’s some the 
results from Alex and Stephen joining forces on Alex Engine, 
just in the last week! Several reports of success!

“If they’re taking the Round Table online I’m DEFINITELY in!” �7
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People are telling me this is just what they’ve been looking for!
This combination of Alex and Stephen’s secret formulas, including Stephen and Josh Beechraft’s 120-
minute, get you from total beginner, to up to speed Fast Start, has been absolutely inspiring!

Alex Engine is a 6-month online coaching program with Alex and OMG player-coaches Stephen and 
Fletch. It’s for two types of people. One is a person with a business who wants to go next level. The other 
is for somebody who hasn’t started a business, and is a total beginner, and who wants to go all the way.

It covers those who want to run Digital agencies and Social Media Marketing Agencies. It covers 
Ecommerce. (Alex has a 4 million dollar Shopify account!) And it covers how to start your own 
information product right and power it up with Alex’s Ultimate Facebook, Instagram and Google 
marketing playbook. I don’t want to put pressure on, but Alex Engine closes enrollment tomorrow, 
Monday at Midnight Pacific, 3 AM Eastern, 8 AM in London. Click here to get started:

“If they’re taking the Round Table online I’m DEFINITELY in!” �8
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